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chien-shiung wu

May 31, 1912–February 16, 1997

 noemie  benczer-koller

chien-shiung wu ranks as one of the foremost physicists 
of the 20th century. her pioneering and definitive work 

on beta decay and parity nonconservation provided major, 
unambiguous experimental tests of new and fundamental 
paradigms and models of subatomic physics. 

 chien-shiung wu was born on may �1, 1912, in liu he, 
a small town near shanghai, china. her parents, zhong-yi 
wu and funhua fan, provided a warm, happy, and nurturing 
home where education and learning were of utmost impor-
tance. she had an older and a younger brother to whom she 
was also quite close. her grandfather yi-feng wu had been 
a junior scholar in the national civil service examinations 
system. he was at first more interested in his male heirs 
but he soon recognized chien shiung’s vivid imagination 
and great intelligence and stimulated and supported her 
curiosity. her father, an engineer by training, founded and 
served as headmaster of one of the first schools admitting 
girls in china, the ming de school. he had been involved 
in political activities in 1909-1912 that led to the founding of 
the republic of china. he stimulated his daughter’s natural 
curiosity with the science and mathematics books and news 
from the outside world that he brought home. these were 
complemented by substantial discussions of ideas of freedom 
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and justice. zhong-yi wu encouraged his daughter to study 
on her own. his impact on chien-shiung’s intellectual de-
velopment was profound. 

 miss wu attended this school until 192�, at which time 
she left home to transfer to a boarding school, the soochow 
school for girls. she enrolled in the normal school pro-
gram, which led to a teaching career. the normal school 
was a famous school where renowned scholars from china 
and abroad lectured. the curriculum emphasized classical 
humanities and writing. chien-shiung wrote well and was an 
excellent student, but she really was interested in mathemat-
ics, physics, and chemistry. she borrowed books from her 
friends who attended the regular high school program and 
worked through these subjects at night.

 after her graduation from the soochow school for girls 
in 1929, she attended the shanghai gong Xue (Public school) 
for one year. the president of shanghai gong Xue was Pro-
fessor shi hu. Professor hu was a world-renowned chinese 
scholar, with whom chien-shiung wu was in constant touch 
and developed a long-standing student-teacher relationship 
until his passing away in 1962 in taiwan. it is probably fair 
to say that her father, zhong-yi wu, and Professor shi hu 
were the two most influential people in her life.

 in 19�0 chien-shiung wu enrolled at the school later 
known as the national central university in nanjing. she 
originally majored in mathematics but switched to physics in 
the second year. those were years of great physics develop-
ments in europe and it is clear that news of the extraordi-
nary discoveries had reached the campus. wu was attracted 
to the challenge modern physics presented. among others 
she was aware of the accomplishments of the woman, marie 
curie, who became the role model for generations of young 
women interested in physics. 
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a rarely mentioned aspect of her life between 19�0 and 
19�� concerns her activities as a student leader. china was 
undergoing considerable unrest due mainly to the humiliating 
Japanese invasion of manchuria in 19�1 followed by many 
more “incidents” aimed at destabilizing the government. ac-
tually she was more interested in her academic work but she 
was chosen by her colleagues as their leader because they felt 
the authorities would have trouble dismissing her, one of the 
best students, from the university. she led several demonstra-
tions, but on the whole she kept a low profile. nevertheless, 
these events weighed heavily on her as she related them to 
me in the middle of the night during long experiments in 
the columbia Pupin Physics laboratory in the early 19�0s, 
long before the student demonstrations against the Vietnam 
war in the late 1960s. she graduated in 19�� with top honors 
at the head of her class with a b.s. degree.

 she taught for a year at the national chekiang (zheji-
ang) university in hangzhou, but most importantly, she was 
asked to work as well in a physics laboratory at the academia 
sinica. she carried out her first experimental research in X-
ray crystallography (19��-19�6) under the mentorship of a 
female professor, Jing-wei gu, who had just returned from 
the united states.

 chien-shiung wu, encouraged by Prof. gu and with fi-
nancial help from her uncle, was able to come to the united 
states in 19�6 to pursue graduate studies at the university 
of michigan. however, upon her arrival she first visited the 
university of california at berkeley, where she met another 
chinese physics student, luke chia yuan, who escorted her 
around campus. luke introduced her to Professor ernest 
lawrence, who immediately, recognizing miss wu’s intel-
ligence and dedication, encouraged her to stay at berkeley 
and pursue a Ph.d. in addition, she had also heard that the 
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university of michigan at that time did not accept women 
in the student union; the decision to stay at berkeley was 
made easily.

 miss wu’s official adviser was Professor lawrence, but 
she actually worked under the direct supervision of Professor 
emilio segré. her success hinged on her considerable skill 
in developing the appropriate instrumentation to carry out 
accurate measurements.

 her Ph.d. thesis in 19�0 involved studies of fission 
products of uranium, a topic of major interest at the time. 
in particular, her identification of two Xe isotopes and the 
determination of their lifetime and decay properties earned 
her wide recognition sometime later during the war years. 
the development of nuclear piles depended critically on the 
knowledge and avoidance of materials that would poison and 
shut off the reactors. enrico fermi had been asked to explain 
why the hanford reactor was shutting down and starting 
again with some time delay. he thought that miss wu’s work 
with the Xe isotopes might lead to an understanding of this 
effect. indeed, when she was asked to comment, it became 
clear to her that 1��Xe had a huge affinity for neutron capture 
and a short lifetime. shortly after its production, the 1��Xe 
produced in the fission of u absorbed the free neutrons that 
were required to maintain a chain reaction. after some time, 
most of 1��Xe would decay allowing the reactor to resume 
operation. her very careful work on 1��Xe identified this 
isotope as the culprit in the reactor malfunction and made 
it possible to devise techniques to better control the opera-
tion of reactors.

 she wanted to stay at berkeley after completion of her 
Ph.d., but at that time major research-oriented u.s. universi-
ties were reluctant to hire women, Jews, asians, or people of 
color in a tenure-track professorial position. but in 19�2 the 
nation was at war, most physicists were engaged in the war 
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effort, and young men were at the front. chien-shiung wu 
accepted an offer of a teaching position at smith college, 
a women’s institution on the east coast. luke yuan had re-
ceived his Ph.d. from the california institute of technology 
in 19�7 and an appointment at rca in Princeton in 19�2 to 
work on radar development. luke and chien-shiung married 
and moved east together.

 although smith college was very supportive, it did not 
have a research infrastructure, which chien-shiung missed 
thoroughly. in order to live closer to luke she left smith 
in 19�� and accepted an offer from Princeton university 
as the first female instructor ever hired on the faculty. but 
she really needed to work in a laboratory. she was invited 
to join the manhattan district Project at columbia univer-
sity in march 19�� as a senior scientist. she moved to new 
york and returned to Princeton on weekends. by 19�6 luke 
was working as a research associate at Princeton university. 
their son Vincent (wei-cheng yuan) was born in Princeton 
in 19�7.

 the rest of her career was spent in the department of 
Physics at columbia, an institution to which she was deeply 
loyal, even though full recognition of her accomplishments 
came very late in her career. at columbia she first worked on 
gaseous diffusion processes for mass separation of uranium, 
and later on measurements by time-of-flight techniques of 
the energy dependence of neutron reaction cross-sections.

 the end of the war in 19�� allowed her to finally take 
the direction of her career in her own hands and to focus 
on a problem that was to make significant advances in our 
understanding of nature. chen ning yang described well wu’s 
approach to science: “if you choose the right problem you 
get important results that transform our perception of the 
underlying structure of the universe.” the observation of elec-
trons, or beta particles, emitted from radioactive nuclei with 
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a continuous energy spectrum confounded the community, 
as it appeared that energy was not conserved in this decay. 
in order for enrico fermi to present a scenario that agreed 
with the observations, it took many years of experimental 
work by charles d. ellis and lise meitner, among others; 
the discovery of the neutron; and finally a bold proposal by 
wolfgang Pauli. Pauli postulated in 19�0 that not one but 
two particles were emitted in beta decay: the electron and 
another neutral particle. this particle was assumed to have 
remarkable properties, namely, it was massless, had spin just 
like protons and electrons, but barely interacted with matter. 
in fact, this particle was not actually detected until 19�6. the 
idea was received with skepticism, but by 19�2 when James 
chadwick discovered the neutron, the existence of this elusive 
particle became more acceptable. fermi, in 19��, outlined 
a theory to describe the beta decay process. this approach 
took account of the new particle, which fermi named the 
“neutrino,” and a new force called the “weak interaction” 
responsible for the decay. the understanding of the weak 
interaction and the nature of the neutrino became chien-
shiung wu’s lifelong commitment.

 fermi’s theory predicted a very specific shape for the 
energy spectrum of the electrons emitted in beta decay. by 
19�� the existing experiments disagreed with fermi’s theory, 
again causing some turmoil in the physics community, leading 
to revised theories that were far less elegant than fermi’s. 
chien-shiung wu, however, quickly understood the experi-
mental problems. she realized that electrons emitted from 
thick targets scattered upon exiting the target and entered 
the spectrometer with lower energy. she also realized that 
previous experimentalists had used magnetic spectrometers 
with iron cores that produced hysteresis effects and hence 
recorded wrong values for the magnetic field. she found at 
columbia an old iron-free solenoid spectrometer that had 
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been built before the war. she developed techniques to 
prepare ever thinner targets so as to continuously reduce 
the expected scattering. she thus measured with exquisite 
precision, the shapes of the electron spectra down to very low 
energies, and found perfect agreement with fermi’s theory. 
these experiments settled all theoretical and experimental 
disagreements. she investigated different types of beta de-
cay, the so-called “allowed” and “forbidden” transitions, and 
showed unambiguously that the fermi theory of beta decay 
was correct in all its details.

 these experiments brought her worldwide recogni-
tion. she was now poised to handle the next challenge. it 
came in the form of a puzzle in particle physics that was 
the dominant subject of discussion at the april 19�6 roch-
ester conference on high-energy physics. two of the newly 
discovered particles, the θ and τ, had the same mass, spin, 
and lifetime, and yet one decayed into two pions while the 
other decayed into three pions. these two decay modes were 
of opposite parity, meaning that parity was not conserved, 
further implying that reflection symmetry was not obeyed. 
this symmetry, a property of physical systems obeyed in all 
the observed interactions studied up to that time, requires 
that a mirror image of a process, obtained by reversing all 
directions and velocities, be identical to the original process. 
the τ-θ puzzle led Professor tsung dao lee at columbia to 
review the data presented by Professor Jack steinberger’s 
group at columbia on the production and decay of strange 
particles. the idea that parity might not be a good quantum 
number was raised, and Professor lee suggested that the data 
be plotted over the whole �60° space. unfortunately, the 
statistics of these early data were not sufficient to establish 
an unambiguous conclusion concerning the validity of parity 
in these reactions.
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 back at columbia, Professor lee and Professor yang 
at the institute for advanced study, with whom he collabo-
rated, recognized a vital point. they noted that while the 
experimental evidence was consistent with the concept of 
parity symmetry in the production process of these particles, 
a strong interaction process, the validity of that symmetry 
had not been probed in the particles’ decay via weak interac-
tions. the best and well studied examples of weak interaction 
decays were to be found in beta decay processes. however, 
the most accurate studies of beta decay, carried out by wu 
in the previous years, only considered the description of the 
exact shape of the electron spectrum as a function of energy. 
such spectra would not display a term related to parity. what 
needed to be measured was a pseudoscalar quantity involving 
the product of a spin and momentum.

 t. d. lee immediately sought the advice of chien-shi-
ung wu, the undisputed leading experimentalist in beta 
decay and weak interaction physics. it became obvious from 
a thorough literature search that there was no evidence 
whatsoever for parity conservation or nonconservation in 
weak interactions. the question of what experiment to do 
to investigate this problem was very quickly answered by wu. 
she realized that the beta decay of 60co, a nucleus whose 
spin could be polarized in a well determined direction with 
respect to the emission of its electrons, would be a perfect 
candidate for this study. she had confirmed fermi’s theory 
describing the decay, was aware of the different forms of 
the weak interaction possible in different nuclei, and knew 
to select a case where the spins of the parent and daughter 
nuclei corresponded to a single interaction in the decay, 
namely, the gamow-teller interaction. this situation would 
lead to a simple decay pattern dominated by only one ma-
trix element, free of interference terms and would yield an 
unambiguous result. 60co was the choice nucleus.
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 chien-shiung wu then designed the experiment that 
would test directly the parity symmetry principle in the weak 
interaction. the 60co nuclei had to be polarized, that is, they 
had to be assembled in such a form that the nuclear spins 
were predominantly directed along a direction provided by 
an external magnetic field. this situation prevailed at very 
low temperatures, a physics subfield in which wu was not an 
expert. it had been known that 60co could be polarized by 
embedding the radioactive nuclei in a cerium magnesium 
(cobalt) nitrate crystal kept at 0.01k. in this crystal unpaired 
electrons, polarized by modest external magnetic fields, 
cause very large (100t) magnetic fields at the position of 
the paramagnetic co ions, thus polarizing the ions.

 wu formed collaborations with the experts in low-tem-
perature spin polarization at the national bureau of standards 
in washington: ernest ambler, raymond w. hayward, dale d. 
hoppes, and ralph P. hudson. together they assembled an 
apparatus in a cryostat in which the source was kept at a low 
temperature, and the temperature was measured by gamma-
ray detectors placed outside the cryostat at around 90° and 
close to 0°. the electrons were detected in an anthracene 
crystal attached to a �-foot-long light pipe that guided the 
signal to a photomultiplier tube located outside the cryostat 
and the polarizing magnetic field. the gamma-ray anisotropy 
provided a measure of the sample polarization. thus, they 
could measure the forward/backward asymmetry of electron 
emission by reversing the polarizing field.

 again, in this instance as in many cases in her work, wu 
contributed a crucial element to the experiment, namely, 
the overall vision of what experiment needed to be carried 
out, as well as the essential details, such as the large crystals 
of paramagnetic salts necessary for the polarization of the 
60co nuclei. she spent the summer of 19�6 testing various 
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aspects of the measurement, which involved a complex ar-
ray of low-temperature techniques and detectors that would 
operate at low temperature and in magnetic fields.

 finally, by the end of december 19�6, a large effect 
was observed, was found to be reproducible, and rang the 
death knell for the concept of parity conservation in weak 
interactions. the historic paper (19�7) describing this work, 
“experimental test of Parity conservation in beta decay,” 
has become a classic.

 at the same time but after the magnitude of the effect 
had been ascertained, leon lederman, richard garwin, and 
marcel weinrich at the columbia nevis cyclotron laboratory 
were able to detect the asymmetry in muon decay, confirm-
ing the universality of the concept of parity nonconservation 
in weak decays other than beta decay. a similar experiment 
was carried out by Valentine telegdi and Jerome friedman 
in chicago in an experiment involving photographic emul-
sions.

 the implications of the national bureau of standards 
experiment went much beyond the notion of parity conserva-
tion. the asymmetry effect implies that not only the conser-
vation of parity is violated but also that the invariance under 
charge conjugation is violated as well. the magnitude of the 
effect also required that violation of time reversal symmetry, 
if any, must be relatively small.

 these investigations, together with the theoretical un-
derpinning provided by lee, yang, and colleagues, opened 
up a whole new world of physics centered on the two-com-
ponent nature of the neutrino, which is still at the core of 
research efforts today. these events, coupled with corrections 
of mistakes in older experiments, firmly confirmed the final 
formulation of the fermi theory of beta decay based on the 
vector-axial vector (V-a) form of the weak interactions. 
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 wolfgang Pauli, who originally postulated the existence 
of the neutrino, was skeptical of the whole idea of breaking 
down the notion of parity conservation in weak interactions 
and thought these ideas were only “mathematical play.” 
nevertheless, he yielded to the experimental evidence and 
wrote in a letter dated January 19, 19�7, to wu: “i congratu-
late you (to the contrary of myself).” for wu, experiment 
was quintessential to describe nature: “it is the courage to 
doubt what has long been believed and the incessant search 
for verification and proof that pushes the wheels of science 
forward.”

 wu’s beautiful and definitive work on beta decay estab-
lished the fermi theory of weak interactions. the elegant 
and momentous experiment that established the noncon-
servation of parity and the violation of particle-antiparticle 
charge conjugation symmetry in physics altered forever our 
view of the universe. as t. d. lee described her and her 
work, “c. s. wu was one of the giants of physics. in the field 
of beta-decay, she had no equal.”

 contrary to other scientists who somehow slow down 
after such a major accomplishment, wu’s drive did not 
abate. she continued her studies of fundamental processes. 
in 19�� feynman and gell-mann published a paper entitled 
“theory of fermi interaction” that noted the similarity be-
tween beta-decay and muon decay. their hypothesis, called 
the “conserved Vector current” (cVc), was based on a uni-
versal form of the fermi interaction. furthermore, there was 
an analogy between the weak vector interaction form factor 
and the electromagnetic form factors. these theorists urged 
wu to explore its validity with a beta decay experiment that 
compared the beta decays of 12b and of 12n to the electro-
magnetic transition in 12c corresponding to states within the 
same isotopic triplet.
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 the experiment was difficult and, before she started, 
wu wanted to make sure that all theoretical corrections were 
well understood. she carried out this experiment in 196� 
at columbia together with luke mo and other students. 
she measured with great accuracy the shape difference in 
the two decays and showed that the measured shape factors 
agreed extremely well with that predicted by theory. this 
experiment displayed the phenomenon known as “weak 
magnetism,” confirmed the symmetry between the weak and 
the electromagnetic currents, and laid the cornerstone for 
the unification of these two basic forces into the electroweak 
force.

 but her interest in the nature of the neutrino was as 
keen as ever and led her to yet more difficult experiments. 
double beta decay is a process where either two neutrinos or 
none are emitted, depending on their characteristics. these 
are very low-yield experiments, but she was able to carry out 
new measurements on ��ca and �2se that lowered the up-
per limit for the occurrence of this process below anything 
achieved until that time. 

 she began to work in larger collaborations to examine 
the radiations of “exotic” atoms with muons or pions replac-
ing electrons in order to determine nuclear charge radii 
with higher accuracy than previously measured. however, 
she definitely liked working in her laboratory with a small 
group of students better than in the burgeoning teams 
that are the standard today for work at large accelerators. 
she used new techniques, such as the mössbauer effect, to 
further study time reversal invariance. with that apparatus 
operated at very low temperatures she conducted research 
in condensed-matter physics through the examination of 
magnetic transitions and relaxation effects in materials, and 
finally explored a current problem in biology, the structure 
of hemoglobin in sickle cell anemia.
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 in later years, especially after her retirement in 19�1, 
she devoted much effort to educational programs in both 
the People’s republic of china and taiwan as well as to the 
development of new facilities, such as synchrotron radiation 
light sources.

 chien-shiung wu was frequently honored and received 
many awards. she was promoted to an associate professor-
ship at columbia in 19�2, the first woman to hold a tenured 
faculty position in the physics department, and a full profes-
sorship in 19��. she was appointed the first michael i. Pupin 
Professor of Physics in 197�.

 she was elected to the national academy of sciences 
(19��). she was honored with the national medal of science 
(197�) and was the first recipient of the prestigious wolf 
Prize awarded by the state of israel (197�). she received 
the research corporation award (19��) and the John Price 
wetherill medal of the franklin institute (1962). many 
distinguished honors followed, most notably the cyrus b. 
comstock award (196�) and the tom bonner Prize of the 
american Physical society (197�). she was inducted in 199� 
into the american national women’s hall of fame. she 
was awarded many honorary degrees, but the first one that 
she truly appreciated was a sc.d. from Princeton university 
(19��), awarded for the first time to a woman. among other 
distinguished honorary degrees she received an honorary 
sc.d. in the famous galileo galilei aula magna at the uni-
versity of Padua in 19��. she was the first woman to serve 
as president of the american Physical society (197�).

 chien-shiung wu was totally focused on her work. 
wolfgang Pauli, in a letter to his sister after traveling with 
chien-shiung to israel by plane in 19�7, described her quite 
accurately: “frau wu is as obsessed with physics as i was in 
my young years.” wu became a trailblazer for women and 
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joined marie curie and lise meitner as the role model for 
future generations of aspiring female physicists. 

 beauty and aesthetics defined her work, her demeanor, 
her relationship with family, friends, and students. together 
with her total devotion to physics, she was aware of her im-
age and respectful of her chinese origins. she dressed very 
elegantly, wearing qipao dresses most of her life, making her 
dresses herself when the supply from china withered during 
the years when china was closed to the outside world. she was 
proud of the intellectual development of her son, Vincent, 
who as a physicist also worked in parity nonconservation in 
compound nuclei and of the academic achievements of her 
granddaughter, Jada. she taught and nurtured about �� 
graduate students whom she considered her extended family 
and many visiting scientists and postdoctoral fellows.

 chien-shiung wu died in new york following a stroke 
on february 16, 1997. her ashes were taken to china to rest 
at the ming de school in a characteristically elegant memo-
rial site designed by Professor t. d. lee. her remarkable life 
can be portrayed by an ancient chinese poem by Qu yuan 
(ca. ��0-27� bce): “although the road is long and arduous, 
i am determined to explore its entire length.”
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